A Visual History of Donald Trump on First
Anniversary as President
The “Donald Trump” chronicle (1946 - present) is a collaborative,
ongoing visual history of the hot-topic U.S. President (see the
chronicle below).
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, November 8, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- To commemorate one year since
businessman and TV personality Donald Trump became the 45th
President of the U.S., Chronicle, the new collaborative visual
storytelling platform, has released an ongoing Donald Trump
chronicle recording major moments in Trump’s history.
“The Donald Trump chronicle provides a factual visual record of
the President from childhood through his time thus far as
President,” said Steven McBride, Founder/CEO of Chronicle. “We
launched this chronicle to provide a non-partisan record
documenting and preserving this important story for the benefit of
the greater community.”
The photos and information within the Donald Trump chronicle are
crowd-sourced from the community and displayed on an
interactive chronological timeline, creating a beneficial visual
record and resource.
Donald Trump chronicle as
Anyone who has taken a photo of Trump and has a story of the
seen in the Chronicle app
moment to share can submit their photo to be included in the
chronicle. With each photo, users can include details like title,
description, location, and tags to document that moment in history within the larger story.
Chronicles and their individual images can be easily shared through social media. Users can easily
embed the full Donald Trump chronicle into their websites and blogs using the free embed code or
API.
We launched this chronicle to
provide a non-partisan record
documenting and preserving
this important story for the
benefit of the greater
community.”
Steven McBride

All interested parties including the general public, journalists,
political scientists, and historians are invited to add their
photos and factual information to be a part of the collaborative
and neutral visual narrative. The chronicle can be accessed at
https://www.onechronicle.com/chronicles/donald-trump/ or
search “Donald Trump” on the Chronicle app or website.
ABOUT
Chronicle is the free, mobile-first visual storytelling platform

where our photos make history. For more information, visit the Chronicle website at

https://www.onechronicle.com/ or get the free iOS app at https://tinyurl.com/getchronicle.
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